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President’s Blog 5
Bob Docherty President

MK Dons Technical
Meeting 2022
Dear members and readers,
For this Blog an up-to-date photograph! This
was taken just before we went into our Technical
Meeting at MK Dons stadium in February this year.
This picture reminds me that when the Chairman
and myself were out at some event, someone
asked us if we were twins! Anyway, back to the
Technical Meeting, as always, a great day with
superb speakers and fantastic organisation by the
Chairman and staff – well done to them and all
involved in making it a great day for members and
visitors alike.
Continued overleaf
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Its mid-March already and we
have been active at the INTERSEC
conference and exhibition in Dubai
as well as the usual ‘madness’
that seems to be the consultation
process at the moment from BS/PAS
draft documents to Government
department legislation and guides
etc. We always try and keep all
members up to speed with what is
new and going on in the world of
fire, even though at times both the
Chairman and I do get overwhelmed
with all of this.
One of the more interesting
activities I was involved in recently
was a Webinar hosted by Mark
Sennet from Western Business
Media with Warren Spencer as the
main speaker, and with Iain Bowker
and myself being part of the panel.
Part of Warren’s presentation was
his concern about fire risk assessors
getting prosecuted and he was
asking the question, ‘what were the
professional bodies doing to help?’
I think I answered the question
satisfactorily, but it caused a lot of
questions from the attendees, some
of which I was able to answer online

and others that were posed to me
within the webinar.
Warren’s proposal was that there
should be one association for fire
risk assessors, and he believed
that such a group would be able
to hopefully have a true voice. At
the present time, he felt that the
current groups involved are too
disparate. I argued that the IFSM
had always been an open body
and were willing to meet anyone
(like the Martini advert for those
of you old enough to remember!)
at any time, any place anywhere
to move the debate forward about
the ‘professionalisation’ of fire risk
assessors, but we also had to be
mindful of our other members who
were involved in other fire related
activities.
There were several questions
about what ‘we’ were doing
and suggestions about what we
should be doing. At this point I
put a reminder in that both the
Chairman and I are not employees
of the Institute, and neither are
Council members, and this is a finite

resource. Such ‘calls for action’
need those members ‘calling’ to
get involved and put themselves
forward to help.
We are still at the forefront of all
consultations and initiatives and
the one that is testing my mind at
the present time is PI insurance.
Hopefully, by the time you read this,
you will have received a survey from
the Home Office asking you about
capacity in fire risk assessors and PI
insurance – so don’t hold back! I know
you won’t – lets tell them like it is!
As always – STAY SAFE

Bob Docherty
President

Sponsors of the President
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route for contractors to demonstrate their competence
to design, install, commission, and maintain Grade
D fire detection and fire alarm systems in domestic
premises. This supports appropriate British Standards
and working best practice, most notably the latest
iteration of BS 5839-6 (Code of practice for the design,
installation, commissioning and maintenance of fire
detection and fire alarm systems in domestic premises).

BAFE and NAPIT highlight
disturbing failure rates and
absence of domestic smoke
alarms
BAFE Fire Safety Register and NAPIT publish new
infographic considering domestic fire safety.
In research presented by BAFE and NAPIT, data
collated over the last decade (2010/2011-2020/2021)
in England, Wales, and Scotland record an unsettling
424,464 dwelling files. These fires resulted in almost
82,000 non-fatal casualties and close to 3,000 deaths.
In more recent statistics made available by Fire and
Rescue Services nationwide, there is clearly an ongoing
issue with high failure rates or a complete absence
of domestic smoke alarms. In England alone, during
2020/2021, there was a 28% failure rate of smoke
alarms (i.e. that failed to operate or were not present).
This failure rate rises to 39% in Scotland and increasing
even further to half of all fires (50%) in Wales.
The widely known Fire Kills campaign from Government
underlines “you are around 8 times more likely to die
from a fire if you don’t have a working smoke alarm
in your home.” Both BAFE and NAPIT cannot stress
enough the importance of having suitable life safety
systems in place.
Provisional data from the Department for Levelling Up,
Housing & Communities reports close to 176,000 new
build dwellings were started in England alone during
the previous 12 months from year ending 2021 (JulySeptember). It is of key importance that the housing
development sector complies with Building Regulations
and relevant Approved Documents when providing
appropriate domestic fire detection and alarm systems.
These must be installed by competent contractors.
In August last year, BAFE launched its latest competency
scheme with NAPIT, called DS301. This provides a

Justin Maltby-Smith, Managing Director of BAFE,
commented “This information clearly outlines that
it is extremely important that any work on Grade D
fire detection and fire alarm systems is performed in
compliance with the appropriate current regulatory
and competency documents available. Having suitable
systems in place will aid in alerting residents as
quickly as possible, allowing for a safer evacuation
and providing emergency services more time to
mitigate any damage. The housing sector has a great
responsibility to use competent contractors, which
is why the BAFE DS301 Scheme was developed, and
it will clearly help in evidencing this competency. We
must not lose focus that these are people’s homes, and
they should feel safe and be confident in the systems
installed.”
Frank Bertie, Chief Technical Officer of NAPIT, added
“These statistics show the risk to life posed by fire
is a real threat. NAPIT are proud to be leading the
way with the introduction of the new DS301 Scheme
with BAFE to provide homeowners, house builders,
management companies and specifiers with confidence
that the contractor they use is appropriately qualified,
competent, and assessed. Registered members
on the NAPIT DS301 Scheme have demonstrated
their competency to deliver design, installation,
commissioning and/or maintenance works for Grade
D fire detection and fire alarm systems in domestic
premises. Correctly installed fire detection systems
help save lives and must be considered a priority in all
homes.”
The BAFE DS301 Scheme (For the Design, Installation,
Commissioning and Maintenance of Grade D Fire
Detection and Fire Alarm Systems in Domestic
Premises) is available for application/assessment
via NAPIT: www.napit.org.uk/schemes/BAFE-DS301Domestic-Fire-Alarm-Scheme.aspx
The BAFE/NAPIT infographic download, and data/
information sources are available via the BAFE website:
www.bafe.org.uk/ds301-infographic
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Government
official admits to
making ‘unsound’
assumptions
regarding need
for a national
competency
scheme for fire risk
assessors
At the latest stage of the Grenfell Inquiry, a government official has
admitted to making ‘unsound’ assumptions regarding the need for a
national competency scheme for fire risk assessors despite ‘consistent’
calls for one.
Louise Upton, former head of the fire safety policy
team at the Department for Communities and Local
Government (DCLG) in 2009, was questioned about
her role in the decision to not impose higher standards
on risk assessors in the aftermath of the lethal fire at
Lakanal House.
Fire safety rules, introduced in 2005, created a new
duty for building owners to carry out risk assessments
on buildings containing multiple homes, but set no
requirements for the competency of those carrying
out said assessments.
Local authorities raised concerns over the competency
of fire risk assessors at this stage, but Louise Upton
was accused of ‘frustrating’ and ‘inventing’ reasons

not to support such an initiative. Allegedly, this lasted
for a 20-month period, despite her being aware of
concerns as early as March 2009.
After delving into a number of reports during the
period, counsel for the inquiry, Andrew Kinnier Qc,
asked Louise if she agreed that “the theme emerging
through all of those reports is clear and consistent that
there were reservations, to put it mildly, about the
competence of fire risk assessors in England?”
Louise replied: “I suppose the environment was we
just knew it would be unwelcomed by business and
ministers, but we didn’t test it. You’re right. I made
assumptions.”
In a previous stage of the inquiry, the government’s
Continued overleaf
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chief fire and rescue advisor at the time, Sir Ken
Knight, argued that his report into the 2009 Lakanal
House fire, delivered just four weeks after the blaze,
highlighted a weakness in competency, and suggested
that the legislation “be amended accordingly.”
In that report, he noted the potential need to
strengthen the requirements for risk assessments,
explaining to the inquiry that it was clear the
assessment of risks at the building had been
“inadequate”.

distorted the market, but her team had not done their
own assessment on this.
The inquiry continues.
Source IFSEC Global:
https://www.ifsecglobal.com/fire-news/governmentofficial-admits-to-making-unsound-assumptionsregarding-need-for-a-national-competency-schemefor-fire-risk-assessors/

In an email around the same time, Louise Upton
claimed she was “uncomfortable that any
recommendations about legislation be made at such
an early stage.”
When asked at the inquiry what had made her feel
uncomfortable, Louise said: “I think we would already
have started working on the idea of what we could
do to improve the situation for those that wanted to
employ a competent risk assessor, and I imagine it
would have felt premature, given how new the [Fire
Safety] Order was.”
The inquiry then observed the notes of a meeting
that took place on 14th December 2009 between
representatives of the fire sector that lead to
the establishment of the Fire Risk Assessment
Competency Council (FRACC) after concerns were
raised about the adequacy of fire safety guidance.
During the meeting, it was suggested that a
competency framework be created that required UKAS
accreditation.
When asked if, at the time of that meeting, Louise
was “keen to invent reasons not to go down the UKAS
route”, she commented: “No, I think we would have
liked a UKAS approach.
“I think what I’m not clear about is that, had it been a
UKAS scheme, it wouldn’t have made it mandatory, it
would have just given transparency to businesses that
those certifying the competency of risk assessors had
the processes behind that would have been robust.”
The inquiry heard how Louise had taken views
from fire sector representatives and business that
suggested UKAS accreditation might have placed
“unnecessarily high-cost burden on business”, and
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C.S.Todd &
Associates Ltd
awarded Home
Office contract
C. S. Todd & Associates Limited (CSTA) has been
commissioned by the Home Office to produce new
guides and update existing guidance documents as part
of its programme to update guidance on The Regulatory
Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 – the Fire Safety Order
(FSO).
The guidance, which is Tranche 3 of the programme,
will be needed before commencing the FSO provisions
in the Building Safety Bill (BSB).
New guides to be produced include:
• A brief explainer on fire doors that captures any
regulatory changes
• A summary of the sanctions available for breaches of
the FSO
• An implementation guide for the primary fire safety
changes planned through the BSB

We will also rationalise and update all of the premises
specific guides on GOV.UK as well as the Specialised
Housing and Means of Escape for Disabled People
guides.
Finally, we will update all the guides published in
Tranche 2 to make sure they include the fire safety
changes made through the BSB.
Colin Todd, Managing Director of CSTA said “We are
delighted to be awarded this further contract by the
Home Office. Our aim is to produce accessible guides
which provide clear and detailed guidance for the
Responsible Person, fire risk assessor or enforcing
authority on how to discharge their duties”.
CSTA invite “high level comment” (rather than granular
detail) on the issues experienced with the existing
guides, areas for improvement and any omissions
in existing guidance. Please submit your comments
via consultation@cstodd.co.uk

• A comprehensive overarching fire risk assessment
guide
• An overlap guide explaining the difference between
a Responsible Person and an Accountable Person
under the BSB.
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Women In Fire Safety
Awards 2022
The Women in Fire Safety Awards set to honour the outstanding achievements and
contributions of all women within the fire safety community. We strive to address the
historical gender imbalance and champion for a more progressive industry. That is why, as
an organisation, our aim is to continuously motivate and promote women who exceptionally
improve fire safety standards. Throughout our journey, we hope to also encourage the next
generation to see fire safety as an astounding career opportunity by further highlighting
how varied, inclusive, diverse and rewarding the industry is as a collective.
Continued overleaf
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On Thursday 10th November 2022 we will be
hosting the next Women in Fire Safety industry
awards in partnership with the Institute of Fire
Safety Managers (IFSM) and other companies
who align with our core values such as Apollo Fire
Detectors and FireAngel.
This year we will be presenting the industry awards
at the Tower Hotel a most prestigious venue with
incredible views of London. The night will include
welcome drinks, a three-course meal and homegrown entertainment because why go to celebrities
when we have amazing talent in the industry?
For 2022, we have added an additional four awards
to ensure we can shine the light on other areas that
help to protect our communities.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Rising Star Award
Influencer of the Year
Diversity Champion of the Year
Fire Safety Manager of the Year
Business Manager of the Year
Business Administrator of the Year
Recruiter of the Year
Fire Safety Contractor of the Year
Training Provider of the Year

Nominations open on Friday 1st April 2022 for
the Women in Fire Safety Awards. For further
information regarding nominations, tickets and
upcoming activities please visit our website on
www.womeninfiresafety.com or the Women in Fire
Safety LinkedIn page.

This year the twelve Women in Fire Safety Awards are:
1.	Woman of the Year
2.
International Woman of the Year
3.
Inspirational Award
Continued overleaf

Continued overleaf
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The professional fire
risk assessment app.
By fire risk assessors
for fire risk assessors
Firehub is the dedicated fire risk
assessment app built for you.
PAS-79 Methodology
Add images instantly
Secure database
Work off-line
Pre-loaded questions & responses
Bespoke client dashboard
Search reports via client and site
Customisable

Download for free on iOS
and Android and have
your first report on us.
www.firehub.co.uk
0843 658 1312
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The thoughts of the
Chairman...
David White
FIFSM (Life), CMIOSH, MIFireE, MIIRSM. LCGI
Chairman
I hope you are all keeping well and busy. We are now
into spring and being awakened by the dawn chorus
most mornings at about 0630.

We do not aim to sit on our laurels. The above gives us
new targets to beat and I and the team will endeavor to
surpass these exceptionally high figures.

We had our first tech meeting at Stadium MK in
February, which was well attended by our members. We
had four exceptionally good speakers, which helped to
make it a great day.

The office team has been short listed in the FSM team of
the year award. Let’s hope I have good news in the next
item of Daedalus, that they have won.

We have a full range of events booked for the year.
•

The Fire Event NEC 5th -7th April.

•

EWS1 and Pas 9980 workshop. (Fully booked).

•

8th June 2022 at Silverstone race circuit.

•

11th June 2022 25th Anniversary function near 		
Keele Staffordshire.

•

5th October 2022 at The British motor museum 		
Gaydon. (This will include our AGM)

As from the 4th April you will be able to apply to be
a Fellow of the Institute, please check the website to
ensure you have the relevant criteria to apply.
My goal for some time has been to have branches within
the devolved countries of the UK, it looks promising
that Northern Ireland are very keen to get a branch up
and running this year. So come on Wales and Scotland
don’t get left behind.
I look forward to meeting as many of you as possible at
this year’s coming events.

Further workshops to be arranged throughout the year.
The President and I continue to represent you on all
levels within the industry.
Our membership levels continue to grow with an
average of 60 new members per month, we are also
growing with many affiliate members.

Sponsors of the Chairman
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Vulcan
Fire Training
The founder of Vulcan Fire Training Co Limited
was Graham Holloway who began his career in the
London Fire Brigade at the age of sixteen as a Junior
Firefighter. He rose the ranks to Assistant Divisional
Officer and Acting Divisional Officer. Unfortunately,
the Broadwater Farm Riots, in which he received
a commendation for the rescue of a police officer,
eventually forced him to retire after twenty three
years of service. Graham then spent three years in
Saudi Arabia as a Battalion Chief helping to set up a
fire training school for Saudi firefighters.
When returning to the UK in 1993, Graham designed
and delivered various fire training courses through
health and safety training companies with his
expertise in running fire safety courses on their
behalf.
During 2005 Graham decided to run his own fire
safety training company, Vulcan Fire Training Co
Limited, and at that time approached the IFSM and
Vulcan was the first company to have all its courses
accredited by them.
In 2019 due to ill health, Graham’s son Robert, was
passed the reigns of MD of Vulcan after ten years of
service with his father and has continued to have an
excellent working relationship with the Institute.
Graham sadly passed away 28th September 2019
and Robert had the honour of receiving an IFSM Life
Fellowship on behalf of his Father during the IFSM
Presidents Dinner 7th August 2021.

On the 4th October 2021, Robert was awarded a
Fellow post-nominal from the IFSM and Vulcan
continue to build on Graham’s legacy and work
closely with the Institute of Fire Safety Managers.
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CHSG

CHSG, who are celebrating their 70th anniversary
this year, were really pleased to be presented with
their IFSM Centre Approval Certificate at the recent
technical meeting.
The Group is a recognized and respected provider of
quality training and support to the Construction and
Associated Industries with a range of both externally
certified and CHSG certified health, safety, wellbeing and
of course fire courses.
The IFSM recognition is highly valued by the Group
and its Clients as it gives a clear acknowledgement of
third-party recognition for the centre and its courses,
by a respected, very professional and specialist fire
organization. We believe that through achieving this
recognition for both the centre and its current courses,
CHSG is able to offer a valued level of fire training.
We are currently developing a greater range of fire
courses for the Construction and Associated Industries
and have recently launched our Fire Safety Academy
to aid the training and support to our clients. This
also includes podcasts; webinars and we will develop
this portal for our members going forwards. We have
already received excellent feedback through gaining our
certification with IFSM and we look forward to working
with the professional IFSM team going forwards.
The added value that IFSM membership provides,
cannot be underestimated and CHSG will benefit
from the IFSM guidance with respect to developing
and improving their competence in identifying a clear
training development programme for fire safety, for
the future, in a well- structured and professionally
recognized format. CHSG look forward to working with
IFSM and increasing their recognized courses for both
open and bespoke courses for our clients. CHSG see
this relationship as a journey and after all that we have
all been through over the last two years, this was a
wonderful start to 2022.

Book our online CPD:
Book our online CPD:

A guide to meeting
A guide to meeting
BS 8629:2019
BS 8629:2019
We are delighted to offer our FIA-certified CPD presentation on BS 8629 and evacuation planning.
This CPD is invaluable for anyone wanting to know more about how this code of practice impacts
We are delighted to offer our FIA-certified CPD presentation on BS 8629 and evacuation planning.
on their part in the building safety strategy.
This CPD is invaluable for anyone wanting to know more about how this code of practice impacts
on their part in the building safety strategy.
Learning aims:
• To understand
the BS 8629:2019 Code of Practice and how
Learning
aims:
it applies to high-rise residential blocks
• To understand the BS 8629:2019 Code of Practice and how
• itTo
learn how
to specify
productsblocks
to meet the
applies
to high-rise
residential
BS 8629:2019 Code of Practice
• To learn how to specify products to meet the
• BS
To 8629:2019
understand the
scope
and definitions of the Code of Practice
Code
of Practice
learn aboutthe
thescope
evacuation
system components
•• ToTounderstand
and definitions
of the Code of Practice
understand
theevacuation
responsibilities
of the
installer and the
•• ToTolearn
about the
system
components
requirements for commissioning, handover and maintenance
• To understand the responsibilities of the installer and the
requirements for commissioning, handover and maintenance
The CPD is suitable for fire and rescue service personnel,
consultants, specifiers, fire risk assessors, building safety managers,
The CPD is suitable for fire and rescue service personnel,
facilities managers, health and safety managers and anyone else
consultants, specifiers, fire risk assessors, building safety managers,
who needs a better understanding of the requirements of BS 8629.
facilities managers, health and safety managers and anyone else
Theneeds
CPD isa free
of understanding
charge and takes
an hour
to complete.
who
better
of the
requirements
of BSOn8629.
successful completion, you will receive a certificate from The CPD
The CPD is free of charge and takes an hour to complete. On
Certification Service. Simply scan the QR code to choose from the
successful completion, you will receive a certificate from The CPD
dates available to book your place.
Certification Service. Simply scan the QR code to choose from the
dates available to book your place.

View available dates
View
available
and book
your dates
place
and book your place
Email: marketing@advancedco.com
Web: www.advancedco.com
Email: marketing@advancedco.com
Web: www.advancedco.com
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Passport to
Fire Safety

Dr Bob Docherty
By Dr Bob Docherty, MD of Flamerisk Safety Solutions Ltd.
and President of the Institute of Fire Safety Managers
Three years ago I was reading an article and then
listening to an old fire engineering friend and colleague
of mine. Paul Bryant. Paul and I have been involved in
many debates, both practical and conceptual, over many
years on all kinds of issues regarding fire safety. These
have ranged from fire risk assessments (FRA) in complex
buildings, fire engineering design and fire strategies and
strategic thinking.
Paul has written many papers and delivered a number of
presentations to organisations including the Institute of
Fire Safety Managers, and he shared with me a paper he
had written about his concept of Holistic Fire Engineer
(HFE). I was fascinated by the concept, and it resonated
with an idea I had been toying with for a few years. On
the back of this came the Grenfell Tower fire and Dame
Judith Hackitt’s review of Building Regulations and fire
safety. This got me thinking again!
There have been many attempts to try and improve
both the competence and knowledge in fire safety for
those who are in the industry and the processes that
are involved in both new build and refurbished/altered
buildings. If I cast my mind back far enough, I remember
the Bickerdike Allen and Partners Report (1990) in the
UK which looked specifically at both the interaction
of the agencies that are involved in the design and
development of new building projects and the delays in
the process, a look at the technical and practical skills of
those involved in the industry and training requirements
needed to ensure advice and information given was
successfully interpreted and acted upon. Today, I would
suspect we would call this review a ‘Gap Analysis’ – and it
did find some very big gaps!
One of the outcomes of this report was the production
of the National Core Curriculum in Fire Studies. This
was supposed to be the ‘holy Grail’ of fire safety, a
curriculum that could be inserted into many higher
education courses including degrees across the whole
of the building sector, from architects to surveyors,
building control to fire engineers, and yet for most of
those sectors, it didn’t happen. Nearly everyone ignored
it apart from a few like- minded people, mainly from the
Institute of Fire Engineers and the Institute of Fire Safety

who used it dutifully and diligently to carve the academic
pathway to the recognised fire engineering and fire safety
degrees that are available now throughout the world.
Since then, there has been the introduction of totally
new pieces of fire safety legislation, codes, and standards
globally. I think one of the most common themes that
come out of these is the move from a prescriptive to
a more risk based (assessment) approach and, added
together with the philosophy of functional requirements
of many Building Regulations and codes, make up the
modern-day approach.
So, from this background and introduction, I ask
the question, ‘how hard is it for fire engineers, fire
consultants, fire risk assessors et al to follow the fire
safety history of a building from its concept to reality?’.
The question might be rhetorical I know, but in practical
terms I would say it is hard because there is no formal
‘basket of fire safety information and goodies’ always
available, and if there is, then more often than not, it’s
incomplete and/or not kept up to date. And yet, it surely
must be a fundamental principle of all things fire safety
that the design and build and any subsequent changes
and alterations to a building must be recorded and
referenced!
I could go all anecdotal here, but this is not the point
of this paper, we all have our tales and ‘nightmare
scenarios’ but I want to use this opportunity to propose
what I think is a pathway that the industry needs to take
to move on in a more rational and formalised way.
The process I suggest will work for both new and existing
buildings and last for the whole lifetime of that building.
Let’s take a building that is just built and is now occupied.
We have an accumulated pile of documents such as:
• As built plans
• Fire strategy
• Preliminary fire risk assessments or similar
• Evacuation strategy
• Fire protection passive and active information
• Fire risk assessment or similar
• Operations manuals
Continued overleaf
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This is the point where I set my proposal. I have thought
about the history of ourselves as individuals. We do have
a lot of information points in our lives but one which
carries, I would suggest, the most data on ourselves
is our passport. We need to update it and renew it on
occasions, and it records our travel activities, so what
about a passport to fire safety for a building? Ok, it
doesn’t move but we need to have an identity for it,
record information and activities of importance about it
and update it from time to time, especially information
to do with fire safety.
I would propose that every building that is built, including
dwelling-houses, should have a Passport to fire safety. The
passport would be a regulatory provision, every building
would need one and it would contain all the information

that is listed above. The information in the passport to fire
safety would be updated, added to, record changes of use,
changes in fire strategy, re-design etc.
The passport to fire safety would stay with the building
throughout its life. If this could be done, then the whole
fire safety history of the building would be a matter of
record. There would be no more searching for clues or
trying to second guess or ‘back engineer’ why the fire
strategy of a building looks like it does or why it was
built in such a way! It would become a set of records
and information that could be referred to by future
architects, fire and rescue personnel, fire risk assessors,
fire engineers and anyone else who might get involved in
the evolution of the building over its life history.

CHURCHES FIRE
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Milton Keynes Dons
Technical Meeting
Richard King

IFSM Business Support Manager

The first IFSM spring technical meeting since the pandemic was a success and I would
like to thank all attending members for their continued support and for creating such
a buzz on the day!

Continued overleaf
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The day got off to a great start with stunning views of
the pitch and a great talk from John Davidson (BAFE
NSI), John talk was based around BAFE SP205-1 and
managed to generate some excitement and laughs
even though, as I’m sure he would admit, it was a
subject that can at times be a little low energy.
The Second speaker was Matthew Jones a calm and
cool speaker from Advanced. The talk centred around
emergency lighting and the route to compliance.
The caveats of the lighting legislation were carefully
explained, and our members were quick to ask the
difficult and awkward questions. Matt proved his
expertise in the end though and I’ll know where to
go in the future if ever I have an emergency lighting
problem.
One of the more ‘shocking’ presentations of the day
was courtesy of Matt Humby from Sentura Group. The

presentation provided a great and sometimes slightly
scary insight into Lithium-ion battery fires, thermal
runaway and the solutions that are currently available
plus those that are under development.
The day was closed out with a very informative
presentation on Evacuation Alert Systems by Steve
Dilloway from Veritas Fire Support Services.
Warmest congratulations go out to both CHSG, for
achieving their course accreditation with the IFSM and
Peter Cowland, a former council member and long
standing supported of the IFSM for becoming a Life
Vice President of the Institute.
I would also like to thank all the speakers for providing
knowledge packed talks as well as excellent information
and guidance to all our members on the day.
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NOT A
MEMBER?
JOIN US
TODAY

Website Benefits
We want to ensure all members
are getting the benefits from
their online profile account.
Did you know, you can..
• Download your certificate and logo from your
profile
• Order yourself a personal membership card
• Update your contact details
• Apply to upgrade your membership at any time
• Apply to join the Tiered Fire Risk Assessors
Register
• Buv tickets for our events
• Record and download your CPD in PDF format
• Pay for your renewals and set up a direct debit
• View the latest industry news, technical
documents and training opportunities

TFRAR Registrants Upgrades
and Newly Approved Members
of The Institute Of Fire Safety
Managers Spring 2022
TFRAR - Tier 3 Nationally Accredited
Fire Risk Assessors Register (NAFRAR)
James Baines
Gary Parker
Simon Newman
Derek Wanley
Jerry Hill
Mohammed Miah
Andrew Eatock
Imran Arif
Gerard Phelan
Simon Marsh
Simon McGeorge
Brad Bannon
James Gilligan
Adam Sutherland
Danny Peachey
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TFRAR - Tier 2 Competent Fire Risk
Assessors Register (CFRAR)
James Stowe
Jonathan Hegarty
Simon Wilkinson
Salman Kurt
Graham Parker
Andrew Hall
John Rogers
Jay Barford
Robert Gregory
Michaela McArdle
Ian Watson
Adrian Quintao
Lorraine Philip
Robert Holloway
Paul Hacket
Thomas Barry
Robert Young
Edward Mucha
Jeffrey Gay
Willem Van Den Raad
Geoff Bates
Steohen Copp
Hamed Robaty
Lee Edwards
Alexander Hawk
Philip Tate
Austin Quintao
Alistair Burleigh
Maria Leonard

Any further questions please email:
info@ifsm.org.uk
www.ifsm.org.uk

Stuart Woodford
Martyn Scantlebury
Sam Davis
Candace Francis
Paul Simister
Colin Donnelly
Michael Bagnall
Ian Sinton
Shand Muller
Ross Henderson
Christopher Clay
Caspar Thomas
Ross Archbold
Sarah Storey
Roger Nelson
Martin Wright
TFRAR - Tier 1 Entry Level Register
Andew Hooke
Lorna Tanner
Jack Reast
Tim Davidson
Stuart Gornall
Mark Roberts
Kelvin Jones
Gail Dyer
Jim Odwyer
Timothy Ketteman
Paul Smyth
Craig Roberts

Jonathan Owen
Jay Leslie
Chris Stewart
Mark Alderton
Lapman Lee
Fellow Grade
Robert Holloway
Members
Alan Gray
Christopher Haggar
Glen Robinson
Noel Waring
Richard Davies
Tracey Kirkton
Alfred Tafa
Christopher Routledge
David Luke
David Reid
Gary Turnbull
Helen Othen
Richard Fairhead
Robert Armstrong
Seamus Higgins
Trevor Lumbard
Tugkan Dikkez
Sandeep Betkekar
Vishal Zambodkar
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Jonathan Stevenson
Jasper Ibatuan
Gary Woolam
George McGrandles
Steven Harkins
Les Rose
David Stapley
Craig Evans
John Sear
John Walsh
Jonathan Punchard
Karl Lauria
LapMan Lee
Luke Clark
Paul Daly
Paul Wootten
Peter Mclean
Robert Chappell
Carl Ward
Aaron Struggles
Adam Laycock
Adam Sutherland
Alan Hards
Alexander Thomson
Andy Lack
Antony Guest
Barry Hulican
Brian Shears
Carl Jukes
Chris Brown
Dan Baldwin
David Escudier
David Falla
David Flack
David Hutchinson
Gary Dodd
Gary Thomas
George Thomson
Glenn Rivers
Helen Jones
Ian Hall
Imran Arif
Irene Macharia
James Gilligan
James Miles
James Roberts
Jerry Pounder
Kuljeet Singh
Matthew Gorfin
Michael Bagnall
Michael Ketley
Michael Sharples
Patrick Elsworth
Paul Blake
Paul Connelly
Philip Adams
Philip Barker
Rachael McLuckie
Richard O’Connell
Robert Lawson
Roger Nelson
Ryan Morgan
Shakkir Khan
Shaun Naughton
Simon Lyons
Simon McGeorge
Stephen Collishaw
Stephen Hayward
Steven Rodd
Adrian Moyse
Associates
Michaela McArdle
Sam Cherry
Andrew Hope
Eva Lelkesova
Ian jones

Keith Bath
Lawrence Jackson
Lee Grint
Matthew Fletcher
Mollie Allman
Neil Brabbs
Patrick Ellis
Richard Clayson
Richard Clayson
Wayne Bishop
Liam Evans
Bobbie Buchan
Robert McIntosh
Edward O’Donnell
Chris Neville
Douglas May
Kate Corden
Sean Henry
Tony Williams
Adam Parr
Akinjide Ajisafe
Albina Saidova
Amy Warburton
Andrew Langford
Batir Turakulov
Catherine Pollard
Christopher Bolton
Christopher Stangroom
Colin Donnelly
Danny Cousins
Darren Buss
Dean McDonnell
Diana Wright
Diane Young
Elliot Riddle
Graham Rice
Ian Murray
James Magowan
James Newman
Jamie Goddard
Jenny Sandford
Jeremy Sweet
Kate Pattison
Kelley Martin
Laurence Hale
Leigh Jones
Lisa French
Luke Barker
Marek Slonina
Matthew Hubbert
Mohammed Alaboodi
Mohammed Ameen Ali
Neill Files
Nicola Harris
Nicola Kerry
Nikolas Brookes
Paul Parker
Philip Compton
Rachel Joseph
Richard Atkinson
Ryan Lacey
Samantha Secker
Sean Barker
Simon Straw
Stephen Brennan
Stewart Douglas
Tony Jones
Nicholas Poole
Clayton Henson
Technicians
Mark Alderton
Andrew Tye
Chris Money
David Lawrence
Dominic Goddard
George Bainbridge

Nichola Brooke-Hughes
Noor Shajji
Paul Smyth
Paula Stevenson
Ryan Jackson
simon roffey
Peter Kearney
Amar Patel
Darren Bond
Dipesh Parekh
Eleanor Wilkinson
James Whyte
Neil Perkins
Alfred Weston
Adam O’Dowd
Andrew Gibbs
Borislav Ahtchiyski
Bryan Dunleavy
Callum Sissons
Christopher Horsfall
Dennis Ali
Graham Nicholson
Greg Edrich
Gus Maby
Jason Sawyer
Jessica Hurst
John Graham
John Moore
Kashif Ahmed
Katie Grula
Kirk Thompson
Kristian Williams
Luke Bottomley
Luke Wilkinson
Mitchell Williamson
Oli Walton
Robbie Shuttleworth
Robert Bradley
Sana Anne Khawaja
Sean Skinner
Stephanie Carter
Steven Rigden
Toby Coates
Victoria Jackson
Chris Caddick
James Dean

Upgrades
JamesThomas
From Associate To Member
Steve Glidewell
From Associate To Member
Mark Vince
From Associate To Member

Mark Sigley
From Associate To Member
Anett Nemes
From Technician To Associate
Anthony Farrell
From Technician To Associate
Tom Moon
From Technician To Associate
Lauren Bell
From Technician To Associate
Charlie Brough
From Tier 1 to Tier 2
Anthony Tyler
From Tier 1 to Tier 2
Kenneth Nielson
From Tier 1 to Tier 2
Tony Lynott
From Tier 1 to Tier 2
Ian Sinton
From Tier 1 to Tier 2

Students
Benjamin James
Yohannes Werkina Shewalul
Girraj Gurjar
Ronakkumar Thummar
Gizelle Danine Jamero
Lawrence Ssentale
Billie-Jo Holmes
Carlene MacMaster
Affiliates
Kennington Safety Ltd
Shawsafe Fire Safety
Fire Prevention Plus
GHR Fire Protection
AJ Fire & Security Ltd
Ringley Ltd
Norfolk Fire Protection UK Ltd
Abbey Fire UK Ltd
In-line Safety Ltd
Quidvis Ltd
Legionella and Fire Safe Services
Virtual HSE Ltd
London City Fire UK Ltd
Fortifire Fire & Safety Ltd
Linear Fire Safety Ltd
Qdime Group
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Who’s who
President Bob Docherty
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Chair of Council Dave White
Membership Secretary
Dave White & Phil Wright
Accreditation Secretary John Cowie
Business Manager Helen Hilton
Business Support Manager Richard King
Immediate Past President Dave White
Please note that the views expressed in articles published in Daedalus
are those of the authors and are not necessarily endorsed by the IFSM

